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Abstract--- This paper is on configuring the linux kernel for 

an ARM board.  ARM system-on-chip is the best platform 

for reducing the risk and the cost of SOC designs and thus 

accelerating the speed, accuracy, flexibility. ARM boards 

are the combination of FPGA and ASIC technology and 

hence provide the optimal solution in terms of speed, cost 

and time. The embedded modules based on ARM delivers 

varied tasks such as process management, memory 

management and peripheral interfaces. Linux being an open 

source domain provides an additional edge to the embedded 

systems and as Linux can be freely downloaded thus it is 

being compiled for any system architecture including ARM. 

For new CPU architectures OS has to be configured, 

compiled burnt to the core and ported to the target platform. 

Building the linux kernel, Bootloader and the file system are 

described in detail  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As compared to a general purpose computer system, 

embedded system has some special features like low power 

dissipation, reduced cost, less time consumption, reliability, 

flexibility, portability. The embedded system is a 

combination of operating system, hardware and application 

programs. An embedded system focuses on available system 

memory, available processor speed and low power 

dissipation. In the sector of embedded technology ARM 

(Advanced RISC Machine) is the most popular and widely 

used.  

ARM is a full memory and full solution provider 

and thus supporting a broad range of applications. ARM is 

the industry standard embedded microprocessor architecture 

and is a leader in low power and high performance cores [2]. 

ARM is a heart of advanced digital products and is 

leading provider for low cost, high performance, flexibility, 

power efficient RISC processors, peripherals and system-on-

chip (SoC) designs. A system on a chip or system on chip 

(SoC or SOC) is an integrated circuit (IC) that integrates all 

components of a computer or other electronic system into a 

single chip [2]. 

 
Fig. 1: TDM3730 System on Chip (Soc) 

For the configuration of the linux kernel as per 

system, the Technexion Blizzard Board XL with Texas 

Instrument DM3730 application processor with ARM 

Cortex-A8 CPU and POWERVR SGX 530 for 2D and 3D 

graphics acceleration is used. It contains the high 

performance SoC with 200 pin SO-DIMM connector 

carrying LAN, USB, UART, SPI, I
2
C, LCD Camera signals 

making the TDM-3730 ideal for industrial and multimedia 

usage [3]. 

Further for connecting embedded modules to the 

system the TDM-3730 multimedia development board 

which is compatible with any display through LVDS, TTL, 

HDMI/DVI, VGA, S-Video interfaces. The expanded 

storage options with USB and micro-SD card slot increase 

the memory of the embedded board [3]. 

 
Fig. 2: Blizzard Interface Baseboard for TDM-3730 

II. BUILDING LINUX KERNEL 

The Linux kernel has variety of CPU architectures. The 

method to port the linux kernel to ARM platform is thus 

architecture dependent. Say, PowerPC and ARM are very  

 
Fig. 3: Linux kernel architecture 
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diverse. PowerPC relies on device trees to describe 

hardware details whereas ARM relies on source code only. 

In the source tree, architecture has its own directory 

arch/arm for the ARM architecture. For building the linux 

kernel, cross-compiler should be made accessible on your 

execution path. The latest stable Linux Kernel available was 

linux-2.6.37. 

 Source for Linux Kernel A.

Linux being an open source and freely available can be 

downloaded easily. Visit http://kernel.org/ and download the 

latest source code [1]. File name would be linux-

x.y.z.tar.bz2, where x.y.z is actual number. For example file 

linux-2.6.37.tar.bz2 represents 2.6.37 kernel versions. 

 “wget” command is being used to download the 

kernel source code. This command will download 

source code in the current directory with 

compressed bz2 file. 

 Extracting the compressed file B.

The tar file provides the ability to create tar archives and 

other various configurations. The command used to extract 

the tar file to the current directory is shown below:  

 “tar -xjvf linux-2.6.37.tar.bz2”  

  Setting up Cross-Platform Development Toolchain C.

As Arm Processors are RISC machines, there comes with 

the drawback of compiling the kernel as well as the booting 

on it. To overcome these drawback different types of Cross 

Platform tool chains are used for generating binary files. 

Cross-platform Toolchain are commonly known as 

a cross Toolchain, which runs on host development platform 

to build programs that runs on another platform. 

The cross platform Toolchain use was Code 

Sourcery C++ Lite [6].  To add this Toolchain to the library 

of the system, it needs to export the PATH, 

CROSS_COMPILE and ARCH to current shell. Here the 

bash shell is used as the default shell, by exporting it gets 

added to the library of the shell. Figure below shows the 

successfully addition of toolchains to the shell. 

 
Fig. 4: Environment on host 

  Configuring and Compiling Kernel for Arm Processor D.

As above mention that the kernel source contains different 

architectures, the configuration for ARM architecture is 

done with the help of the command: 

 “ARCH=arm CROSS_COMPILE=arm-none-linux-

gnueabi- make menuconfig” 

This leads to the Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

screen for configuring kernel. During Configuration of 

kernel the processor type, system type, device driver etc. are 

selected as per the requirement for the development board 

[3]. 

 
Fig. 5: Kernel Configuration 

There different option for configuring kernel for 

pre-built default requirement for the embedded boards. 

After saving the configuration of kernel, it now requires 

to compile the saved configuration by the command. 

 “ARCH=arm CROSS_COMPILE=arm-none-linux-

gnueabi- make –j2 uImage” 

This creates a uImage of the linux kernel which is the 

compressed image of kernel in the arch/arm/boot directory. 

III. GENERATING BOOTABLE 

loader is a small first stage boot loader derived from the u-

boot base code to be loaded into the internal static ram. 

Because the internal static ram is very small (64k-32k), x-

loader is stripped down to the essentials and is used to 

initialize memory and enough of the peripheral devices to 

access and load the second stage loader (U-boot) into main 

memory. U-Boot is designed to be the "Universal 

Bootloader" and certainly goes a long ways to support 

multiple processors, boards, and OS's. Its primary purpose is 

to setup the kernel environment; and load and boot the 

kernel. The sources of u-boot and x-loader specific to the 

ARM board can be obtained and built using make utility on 

terminal. The procedure for building it is same as it is for 

linux kernel. The output of the build process is u-boot.bin 

and MLO. 

A. Generating X-loader 

There are pre-configured X-loader files are available for the 

development boards, it’s only require recalling the default 

configuration file during generation. The commands below 

show the creation of the MLO file in X-loader directory [5]. 

 “make name_config” 

 “make –j2” 

B. Building U-boot 

Same as Xloader there are also source codes available for U-

boot. The include/configs/ directory contains one 

configuration file for each supported board. It defines the 

CPU type, the peripherals and their configuration, the 

memory mapping, the UBoot features that should be 

compiled in, etc. Assuming that your board is already 

supported by UBoot, there should be one file corresponding 
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to your board, for example include/configs/tdm3730.h. U-

Boot must be configured before being compiled. The 

commands below show the creation of the u-boot.bin in U-

boot directory [5]. 

 “make name_config” 

 “make –j2 name” 

IV. GETTING FILE SYSTEM 

The File system depends on which type of operating system 

to be installed on the embedded board. According to the 

available operating system, embedded board support 

different types of filesystem such as Android or Arm Linux. 

This filesystem are available for free on Texas Instrument 

website name as prebuilt filesystem [4]. 

V. SD CARD CONFIGURATION 

The built-up files for embedded board are transferred to the 

embedded board flash require the configuration of the 

properly configured SD card. Some Embedded board does 

not have on board NAND flash to store the Bootloader and 

operating system files, these types of embedded board boots 

directly from the SD card. 

For configuring SD card it requires to be partition 

in two parts namely boot and rootfs. The form boot partition 

is formatted as FAT partition whereas rootfs partition is 

formatted as EXT3 partition. 

The boot partition contains the bootable file such as 

MLO, u-boot.bin and uImage. The rootfs partition contains 

the filesystem of the operating system. 

VI. BOOTING UP THE ARM BOARD 

The installation of the operating system on the blizzard XL 

board is done by inserting the configured SD card in the 

MMC slot and powering up. First it will erase the NAND 

flash and after it will copy the files to its NAND flash. Once 

installation is done the SD card is removed and the board is 

restarted manually, which completes the installation. 

 
Fig. 6: Android on arm board 

The term “booting” is short for “bootstrapping‟, is 

the process by which a computer prepares itself to load an 

operating system. Small embedded system uses a slightly 

different, multi-step process because of the reduced 

memory. The board boots up in four stages. The boot 

process on the ARM Board works like this: X-Loader -> U-

Boot -> Kernel 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The paper discus about the complete process of the building 

of the arm embedded system. ARM-A8 processor was used 

as the ideal platform for accelerating the development. Due 

to RISC instruction set the compilation of linux kernel on 

arm platform is not possible, it can be compiled on other 

platform with the help of cross compiler toolchains.  The 

arm embedded system can be modified to our requirement 

by giving support to the modules or the devices attached to 

the system during the configuration of the kernel. The 

addition of the peripheral device to the embedded system 

leads to the reconfiguring of the linux kernel. The new 

peripheral devices requires a driver file which is loaded in to 

the kernel before configuration, on addition of the driver the 

Makefile and the kernel config file (Kconfig) should be 

modified for accessing the driver support during the 

configuration of kernel. 
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